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most serious error is the insertion of " Col. i. 3" among the passages
affected by the suggestion headed "XIII." A change of text,
accepted by the revisers (omitting Ka{ before 7raTp{, with Westcott
and Hart), throws this instance outside the application of the principle. Our lamented Prof. Abbot, who prepared this note, followed
Tischendorfs reading, to which the principle is applicable. He
himself suggested many minor corrections in the American Appendix
after it appeared in the Revised Version.

M1} Z:nterrogatz've.
BY REV. W. H. COBB.

IT is well established that tt~ in questions expects the answer no,but how to derive this fact from the general use of ft~ as a subfectz've
as well as negative particle is not commonly explained. I find that
tt~ interrogative occurs in the N.T. only in conversation, actual or
implied; but not in reflective or rhetorical questions, where "Shall
I?" would stand in English (John xix. rs; I Cor. vi. rs), nor in
questions as to matters of fact merely.
The subjective force it conveys belongs almost always to the other
party, not to the speaker. Some such phrase as r{ 8oKEL vtt'Lv (uot);
may be understood before it, and what follows is supposed· to .be not
Ctt~) the thought of the person or persons addressed. Instead of
dropping the negative in translation, we may express it by the words
"you do not think, suppose, claim," etc. E.g. in John iv. 12, the
A.V. and R.V. render "Art thou greater than our father Jacob?" as
though ft~ were absent. Were we to preserve the negative thus : "You
are not greater than our father Jacob?" the question would still be
objective. So in the redundant form employed in such cases by Winer
and others, "You are not greater than our father Jacob, are you?"
there is no clear mark of subjectivity. I call this redundant, because
the speaker's tone gives the question sufficiently, both in Greek and
in English. The true meaning I take to be, "You do not think you .
are greater than our father Jacob?" as though she had said, "What
do you claim? Not - you are greater than Jacob? " tt~ uv
ttd,wv E! 'IaKJ.{3; In the similar passage, John viii. 53, the Jews say
to Jesus, "You do not think you are greater than Abraham? ...
whom do you make yourse!f?" In chap. iv. 33, the disciples are in
conversation (;A.eyov 7rpo> lli~.\ov>), one saying to another, "You
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don't suppose any one brought him food?" A similar note of
mutual questioning (£T1rov 1rpo> ~aurov>) occurs at chap. vii. 35, where
the Jews say among themselves, "You don't think he is about to go
to the Dispersion?" This seventh chapter of John contains several
other examples. Verse 26 (see Meyer)," Perhaps the rulers do not
really know that this is the Christ?" where the subjectivity inheres
in o/wuav. Verse 31, many of the multitude were saying, "When
the Christ cometh, you do not suppose he will do more signs?·,
Verse 41, "Why, you don't think the Christ is coming out of
Galilee?" (oil yap would be, "No, for cometh the Christ out of
Galilee?"). Verses 4 7, 48, "You too haven't been deceived [in
your mind]? You don't suppose any one of the rulers believes on
him?" Verse 51, "You wouldn't claim that our law judges a man
without hearing? " Verse 52, "You too don't hail from Galilee? "
In Paul's epistles a question is sometimes expressed before P-0 interrogative; in other cases it must be mentally supplied. Rom. iii. s,
"What shall we say? Not- God is unrighteous?" So ix. 14.
Chap. iii. 3, "For what is the case? Not that their want of faith,"
etc. When P-0 is followed by oil, the latter negatives the verb only
(so Winer), while P-0 still retains its subjective force. 1 Cor.'ix. 4, 5,
"You do not claim that we have no right to eat and drink, to lead
about a wife that is a believer? " 1 Cor. xi. 2 2, "Why, you do not
mean to .say you have no houses for eating and drinking? " The
double form of the question here and at chap. ix. 8, 9, is no valid
objection. See Meyer on these passages.
The only clear case where P-0 refers to the speaker's own impression is John xxi. 5, "Children, ye have no meat, I suppose? ''
Sometimes the subjectivity is in the sphere of volition or feeling
rather than thought. John vi. 67, "You too do not mean to go
away?" Luke xxii. 35, "You did not feel the lack of anything? "
Acts vii. z8, "You do not intend to kill me?" (from LXX).
The difference between the subjective and objective negation is
well seen at Luke vi. 39, where both occur: "You do not suppose a
blind man can lead a blind man? will they not ( ovx[, as matter of
fact) both fall into a ditch?"

